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“Palestine is the barometer of Western integrity”

Don’t call me a Palestinian of the Palestinian Territories because it is called Palestine.
Don’t give me a fraction of my homeland and call it a solution. 

Don’t give me oppression and call it peace. 
Don’t give me a Bantustan and call it a home.

Don’t give me a prison and call it freedom. 
Don’t draw the borders of my existence according to your whims and interests and call it a state.

My Palestine is the home that is mine since the dawn of history till the end of history.
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1. Palestinian rights group: Trump has ‘abandoned’ Palestine
US President Donald Trump has “effectively abandoned the Palestinian right to self-determination” and recognised “Israel as an
apartheid state”, the UK-based Palestine Solidarity Campaign said in a statement today.  “By saying Israel must control all land
from the River Jordan to the sea and that it must be recognised as a Jewish state, it appears that he is leaving no viable
Palestinian option. It is either to live within an Israeli state without equal rights. Alternatively it is to live in enclosed bantustans
under permanent military occupation,” the organisations Chair Hugh Lanning said in a statement on Facebook.

Read: Trump drops ‘two-state’ commitment
The comments come after Trump met with Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu in the White House and said: “I’m looking
at two-state and one-state… I can live with either one.”  Lanning urged international bodies and governments to reject Trump’s
vision  and “abandonment  of  the  Palestinian  people  and  to  reaffirm  that  any  solution  must  be  based  on equal  rights  for
everyone”.  “It is our obligation to protect their right to self-determination. Otherwise there can be no fair or just peace.”
Source:  MEMO, 15.02.2017

2. MEMO Event: Launching Richard Falk's new book

Richard Falk,  former UN Special Rapporteur for Palestine (2008-2014), has dedicated much of his life to the study of the
Israel/Palestine conflict. In Palestine's Horizon, he brings his experiences to bear on one of the most controversial issues of our
times.

Middle East Monitor, along with Pluto Press, invite you to attend the book launch and signing, on March 20th in London.    
The  event  will  be  chaired  by  the  International  Criminal  and Human  Rights  Lawyer  Haydee  Dijkstal.  Dijkstal  is  currently
representing the victims of the 2010 attack on the Gaza Freedom Flotilla at the International Criminal Court.
Source:  MEMO, 27.02.2017

3. Attack on Bristol academic

Anti-Semitism  row  at  Bristol  University  as  lecturers  rally  round  academic  who  claimed  Jews  should  stop  'privileging'  the
Holocaust

Anti-Semitism row at  Bristol  University  as  lecturers  rally
round academic w...
An  anti-Semitism  row  has  erupted  at  Bristol  University  as
lecturers rally round an academic who claimed Jews sho...

4. A second Balfour Declaration
"In 1917, my forebear Arthur Balfour, as British foreign secretary, wrote the Balfour Declaration, a great humanitarian initiative to
give Jews a home in their ancient lands, against the background of the dreadful Russian pogroms. We are conscious, however,
that a central tenet of the declaration has all but been forgotten over the intervening decades: respect for the status of (Arab)
Palestinians.  The increasing inability of Israel to address this condition, coupled with the expansion into Arab territory of the
Jewish settlements, are major factors in growing anti-Semitism around the world.

If this situation is to have a chance of being neutralized, Israel must respect the United Nations resolutions (the same United
Nations that gave Israel legitimacy 70 years ago) and look to allow the Palestinians their own state. Of course, this will mean
disruption and Israeli political upheaval, and it’s disappointing that this week President Trump looked more like Janus on the
issue.

Nevertheless, Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu owes this to the millions of Jews around the world who suffer essentially
because of the results of internal Israeli politics, as well as to the un-enfranchised Palestinians.  Thus, we don’t believe that the
declaration centenary can be properly celebrated this year unless progress is made, and soon. Simultaneous work toward
making Jerusalem an internationally protected capital for all three Abrahamic faiths could see original intentions realised."
RODERICK BALFOUR
London
The writer is the Earl of Balfour.

5. Briefing on Israeli settlements debate

We are writing to share  with you Open Bethlehem’s briefing  paper produced for  last  week’s UK parliamentary  debate  on
settlements.  This  issue  has  not  been  more  critical  so  we  are  aware  that  we  need  to  step  up  our  game.

Before the debate, we met with MPs and briefed them about the concerns of the Bethlehem community. We promoted the
recognition of Palestine as one of the ways the UK Government can demonstrate its commitment to achieving the right to self-
determination for the Palestinian people and we listened to the mood in parliament.  Open Bethlehem is keen to work with all
those who are campaigning for an immediate freeze on settlement building. It will be a challenging task but it was encouraging
to hear the resounding support for a Palestinian state in the British parliament and the condemnation of settlements by MPs
from all sides.

Many MPs called on the Government to act on its promise to recognise Palestine before it was too late, including All Party
Britain-Palestine group chair, Richard Burden MP asked:  "If not now, when? And if not now, are not those Palestinians who
believe that we talk a good story but do nothing to end their misery actually right?"
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Read our new briefing on settlements and Bethlehem and feel free to use it as a resource.  We will be pressing politicians to find
ways to turn that talk into action.  As Conservative MP Philip Hollobone asked "What more is the Government going to do to let
the Israeli Government know that we are opposed to settlements—and that we mean it? What more will we do apart from just
shouting from the touchline?"

If you would like to take action to support Open Bethlehem, please visit our website or get in touch.
Source: Leila Sansour, Founder and Chief Executive - Open Bethlehem

6. Jewish group: London Assembly antisemitism vote “a charter for censors”
Free Speech on Israel, a Jewish-led organisation, on Monday condemned the decision of the London Assembly on Feb 8 to
adopt a position on antisemitism, saying it is a charter for censors, that threatens to make effective campaigning for justice for
Palestinians impossible.
 
“Antisemitism is an age-old visceral hatred of Jews simply because they are Jews. It must be vigorously fought against, along
with all forms of bigotry. To confuse it with opposition to a state which calls itself Jewish, or to the founding ideology of that state,
Zionism, is to obscure the real meaning of the term antisemitismand make combatting it more difficult. This is exactly what the
motion passed by the Assembly does,” the group said in a statement.

“Setting the limits of debate about “the Jewish state” is a key goal of pro-Israel lobbyists only  recently unmasked as working
hand in glove with the Israeli Embassy to brand any criticism as antisemitic. Labour Friends of Israel, to which the motion’s
proposer  Andrew  Dismore  belongs,  were  shown  to  be  key  players  in  this  witch  hunt,  which  has  resulted  in  a  wave  of
suspensions and interrogations of pro-Palestinian Labour Party members. The victims include Jews who, contrary to the claims
of the pro-Israel lobby, do not have Zionism woven into their DNA. Jewish organisations have been among those calling for a full
inquiry into the extent of Israeli interference in UK politics,” statement added.
 
“We  defer  to  Avi  Shlaim,  professor  emeritus  of  history  at  Oxford  and  an  Israeli  Jew, who  writes:  “Israeli  propagandists
deliberately, yes deliberately, conflate anti-Zionism with anti-Semitism in order to discredit, bully, and muzzle critics of Israel.”
“It is not necessary to agree with Palestinians and their supporters when they question the founding principles of the State of
Israel, compare it to Apartheid South Africa or call it to account for its well-documented racism, in order to recognise their right to
say such things. The London Assembly has taken a position which endangers that right.
 
“At  a  time  when  minority  ethnic  communities,  particularly  Muslims,  are  under  constant  attack  in  our  society,  the  London
Assembly,  on the pretext of  defending Jews against racism, has placed itself  in  the invidious position of defending Israeli
propagandists  against  Palestinians and their  supporters.  This  can only  have the  unintended consequence of  stoking  new
hostility to Jews who will be seen as attempting to determine what non-Jews may or may not say about a foreign state.
 
The motion passed by the Assembly is based upon a “new definition”   which is being widely promoted by “We Believe in Israel”
and similar  propagandist  groups,  to local  government,  universities  and other institutions. It  threatens to  convert  legitimate
political debate into a taboo.  The group urged members of the Assembly to reconsider this politically ill-advised move. On
February 8 the London Assembly   rubber-stamped a motion proposed by former MP Andrew Dismore, a vociferous pro-Israel
lobbyist, redefining antisemitism to include a range of statements related to the state of Israel. 
 
Free Speech on Israel (FSOI) is a predominantly Jewish organization founded in Spring 2016 to counter the manufactured
moral panic over a supposed epidemic of antisemitism in the UK.
Source: EuroPal Forum / Palestine News Network, 14.02.2017 

From  Europe/America

1. Trump drops ‘two-state’ commitment 
President Donald Trump on Wednesday dropped a US commitment to a two-state solution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, the
longstanding bedrock of Washington’s Middle East policy, even as he urged Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu to curb
settlement construction.  In the first face-to-face meeting between the two leaders since Trump’s victory in the 2016 election, the
Republican president backed away from a US embrace of the eventual creation of a Palestinian state, upending a position taken
by successive administrations and the international community.  “I’m looking at two states and one state, and I like the one both
parties like,” Trump told a joint news conference with Netanyahu. “I can live with either one.”

Read: Netanyahu pledges his leadership of ‘historic alliance’ with the US
Trump vowed to work toward a peace deal between Israel and Palestinians but said it would require compromise on both sides,
leaving it up to the parties themselves ultimately to decide on the terms of any agreement.  But he offered no new prescription
for achieving an accord that has eluded so many of his predecessors, and Palestinian anger over his abandonment of their goal
of statehood could scrap any chance of coaxing them back to the negotiating table.  Dropping a bombshell on Netanyahu as
they faced reporters just before sitting down for talks, Trump told him: “I’d like to see you hold back on settlements for a little bit.”
The right-wing Israeli leader appeared momentarily startled. It was a rare concession sought by Trump as the two leaders tried
to  set  a new positive  tone after  eight  years  of  friction  under  Trump’s  Democratic  predecessor,  President  Barack Obama.
Netanyahu insisted that Jewish settlements were “not the core of the conflict”  and made no public commitment to reduce
settlement  building  in  the  occupied  West  Bank.  He  later  told  reporters  travelling  with  him  that  he  hoped  to  “reach  an
understanding” with Trump on settlements.  Trump echoed Netanyahu’s calls for Palestinians to recognize Israel as a Jewish
state – something they have refused to do – and to halt incitement against Israelis.  But even as Trump promised to pursue
peace, saying “it might be a bigger and better deal than people in this room even understand,” he made no effort to address the
deep distrust and other obstacles that have prevented any substantive negotiations since 2014.

Abbas to Trump: We are still committed to two-state solution
Setting an initially chummy tone, Trump greeted Netanyahu on a red carpet rolled out to the White House driveway. The two
leaders  smiled,  shook  hands  and  chatted  amiably  before  heading  inside,  accompanied  by  first  lady  Melania  Trump  and
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Netanyahu’s wife, Sara.  Among the questions that figured prominently on the agenda was the future of the two-state solution –
the idea of creating a Palestine living peacefully alongside Israel.  Foreshadowing Trump’s policy shift, a senior White House
official said on Tuesday that peace did not necessarily have to entail Palestinian statehood. Palestinians responded by warning
Trump that such a move would seriously damage US credibility.  Giving a meandering response to a question on the issue,
Trump suggested that he could abide by whatever path the two sides decided. “I’m happy with the one they like the best,” he
said. Palestinian  President  Mahmoud Abbas seized on Trump’s  settlements  comment  to  demand a complete  halt  to  such
building – which Palestinians see as meant to deny them a viable state – and said he remained committed to “the two-state
solution and to international law.”

United  Nations Secretary-General  Antonio  Guterres  warned against  abandoning the  idea of  a  sovereign  Palestinian  state
alongside Israel, saying there was “no alternative.”  Netanyahu committed, with conditions, to the two-state goal in a speech in
2009 and has broadly reiterated the aim since. But he has also spoken of a “state minus” option, suggesting he could offer the
Palestinians deep-seated autonomy and the trappings of statehood without full sovereignty.  At the news conference, he never
ruled out a two-state solution, but also made it sound like an almost impossible ideal. He said it would require preconditions,
including the Palestinians’ recognition of Israel as a Jewish state and Israel’s retaining security control “in the area west of the
Jordan River” – which would encompass all of the West Bank.  Netanyahu and Trump shared several warm handshakes during
the news conference, especially after Trump’s opening remarks, when he said the United States was Israel’s greatest friend.
But Trump also managed to catch Netanyahu off guard, at one point saying that if a solution to the Israel-Palestinian conflict was
going to be reached “both sides will have to make compromises.” The president then turned to Netanyahu and said: “You know
that, right?” Netanyahu replied with a chuckle, “Both sides.”  The two leaders agreed that there was an opening for enlisting
Israel’s Arab neighbors – which share its concerns about Iran – into any future peace efforts. But a retreat from the principle of
Palestinian statehood would cast doubt on the chances for cooperation from the broader Arab world.

“A nail in the coffin”
Martin Indyk, a former Middle East negotiator under Obama and now at the Brookings Institution think tank in Washington, said
of the possibility that Washington might ditch its support for an independent Palestinian nation, “It’s another nail in the coffin of
the peace process, which already had a lot of nails in it.”  The one-state idea would be deeply problematic for both sides. One
concept would be two systems for two peoples, which Palestinians would see as apartheid. Another version would mean equal
rights  for  all,  including  for  Palestinians  in  an  annexed  West  Bank,  but  that  would  compromise  Israel’s  Jewish  character.
Palestinians have expressed fear that their leadership will be frozen out by Netanyahu’s close bond with Trump. But CIA director
Mike Pompeo met Abbas in Ramallah on Tuesday, US and Palestinian officials said.  For Netanyahu, the talks with Trump are
an opportunity to reset ties after a frequently combative relationship with Obama.

Read: Trump and Netanyahu fawn over each other, Twitter reacts
The prime minister, under investigation at home over allegations of abuse of office, wanted no visible gaps between US and
Israeli thinking during his visit.  Trump, who has been in office less than four weeks and whose foreign policy apparatus is in
disarray following the forced resignation of his national security adviser Michael Flynn, brings with him an unpredictability that
Netanyahu’s staff  hoped would not impinge on the discussions.   The two leaders, who seemed to strike up an emerging
“bromance” in social media exchanges since the US election, sought to demonstrate good personal chemistry face-to-face as
well.  Meetings with Obama were at best cordial and business-like, at worst tense and awkward. In one Oval Office encounter in
2011, Obama grimaced as Netanyahu lectured him in front of the cameras on the suffering of the Jewish people through the
ages.
Source:  MEMO,  16.02.2017

2. A challenge from the Palestinian diaspora 

The Palestinians Abroad Conference in Istanbul has presented nothing less than a challenge to the national authority installed
and supported by Israel’s allies in Ramallah. Despite the best efforts of the Palestinian Authority to prevent Palestinians from the
diaspora getting together in this way, well over 4,000 men and women from 50 countries have gathered in the historic city to
demand change.  For almost a quarter of a century, the Palestinian diaspora – now estimated at seven million strong – has
been ignored and denied a voice in national decision-making processes. This was a direct consequence of the 1993 Oslo
Accords, through which the Palestine Liberation Organisation (PLO) granted full recognition to Israel in exchange for a tightly-
controlled presence in the occupied territories.

One veteran speaker who participated in the drafting of the Palestinian National Covenant and the PLO Basic Law recalled for
the conference the tragedy of the past two decades. “Our people have been struck by many calamities, from the Balfour
Declaration through the British mandate and then the Nakba of 1948,” explained Dr Anis Fawzi Qassim bitterly, “but the greatest
of them all was Oslo. That turned the Palestinian revolution into a protector of the [Israeli] occupation.”

The  Istanbul  conference was  the  result  of  many  years  of  advocacy  and  initiatives  spearheaded  by  institutions  like  the
Palestinian Return Centre in Britain and its affiliates across Europe and Latin America. The idea of a mass gathering of the
Palestinian diaspora has been discussed for  some time. Prior  to the outbreak of the Syrian civil  war,  plans to convene in
Damascus never materialised. Hence, when the the Turkish government agreed for the conference to be held in Istanbul, the
opportunity was welcomed and seized.  Although apparently random, the timing of the event was not without poignancy, for 25
February  was  the  anniversary  of  the  Hebron Massacre.  It  was in  1994 that  an  American  terrorist,  Jewish  settler  Baruch
Goldstein, shot 29 Palestinians as they prayed at dawn in the Ibrahimi Mosque in Hebron’s Old City.

Moreover, the demands for the Palestinian diaspora to have some formal representation were totally vindicated when the Israeli
daily Haaretz revealed, just days before the conference, details of a “secret meeting” in Aqaba in February last year. Attended
by Egypt’s Abdel Fattah Al-Sisi, King Abdullah of Jordan, Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and the then US Secretary
of  State  John Kerry,  the  meeting  was held to  discuss a peace settlement  in  Palestine.  However,  there  was no apparent
Palestinian  representation,  although the  muted reaction  to the  Haaretz article from the PA in Ramallah  suggests  that  the
leadership knew rather more about it than is being made public. This prompts a lot of questions and very few answers.

‘Different languages, same dialect’: Passion for the cause unites the Palestinian diaspora   
Has Palestinian decision-making been franchised off to regional and foreign interests? Why was the Aqaba meeting held in
secret,  and why were  there  no Palestinian  representatives involved? If  they were,  then why the  secrecy? The people  of
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Palestine – whether at  home or in  enforced exile  – have a right  to  know.   Whatever  the plans were that  the  former US
administration cooked up post-Aqaba, or whatever it is that Donald Trump and Netanyahu are now planning together, the role of
the diaspora in advancing the  Palestinian project for national liberation has become ever more important. It is, after all, the
Palestinians whose country has been occupied for almost 70 years, and whose land is being stolen on a daily basis by Israel’s
colonial policies. Natural justice and international laws and conventions are on their side; they have to be engaged, otherwise
any “solution” will have no legitimacy whatsoever.

Diaspora involvement was a theme running throughout the Istanbul conference. There was, however, a recognition that none of
the goals outlined would be achieved without addressing the issue of leadership. One of the organisers, former Palestinian
National Council member Dr Salman Abu Sitta, outlined tersely what was required: a leadership that was “capable and clean [of
impeccable character].”  The current leadership is clearly lacking on both counts. Indeed, there is an undeniable sense that both
the PLO and the PNC in their present forms are no longer fit for purpose. What appears unresolved though, is whether or not to
abandon both entities and establish alternative bodies. Herein lies the challenge.

While the older generation seem wedded to the idea that the PLO should remain the umbrella body for all Palestinians, and the
PNC their overarching parliament, there is a widespread view among younger Palestinians that a new beginning should be
made, unshackled by the dictates of the Oslo accords and its discredited authority.  Daniel Jadue, the mayor of the Recoleta
municipality in Santiago, Chile, is of Palestinian descent; he summed up the thinking of the younger generation succinctly: “If we
continue to do business for the next 25 years in the same manner as we did over the past 25, then the results will be the same.
But there is far too much human suffering for us to continue in this manner.”

On the whole, the Palestinians Abroad Conference represented a turning point in the struggle for liberation and existence in
their homeland. It was marked by a profound sense of urgency to fill the vacuum left by a political elite under whose “leadership”
their right of return has been neglected, undermined and even threatened.  That this conference was held in the centenary year
of the Balfour Declaration is testimony to the determination and indomitable will of the Palestinian people to regain their stolen
land and inheritance. The trust is now passing from one generation to another.  

This was witnessed unmistakeably when a frail octogenarian, Muhammad Abu Daya, handed over the title deed to his land in
what is now Israel to his youngest grandson; he challenged the Israelis to prove that they acquired his land legally. When the
youngster accepted the document gracefully and promised to “return” to the property one day, no one was left in any doubt that
however long it takes, this struggle will continue until victory is achieved.
Interview with Muhammad Abu Daya: Preserving Palestinian history through poetry

More on this: 

Preserving Palestinian history through poetry 

Women are the root of the Palestinian cause 

Istanbul embraces Palestine 

Exclusive Interview with Turkish writer Ismail Yasa: The Palestinian diaspora is the resistance 

'Different languages, same dialect': Passion for the cause unites the Palestinian diaspora 

Palestinians abroad unite for a future state 

Conference for Palestinians Abroad kicks off in Istanbul   
Source:  MEMO, 26.02.2017 

3. Video: Protests disrupt Vienna talk by Israeli genocide advocate Ayelet Shaked
Israeli justice minister Ayelet Shaked faced repeated disruptions during a speech at the University of Vienna on Wednesday.
Protesters read back words she posted on Facebook in 2014 calling for the genocide of the Palestinian people, including the
slaughter of mothers who give birth to “little snakes.”  Shaked also has a history of racial incitement against refugees and
migrants from African countries.
 
The video above, edited by activists, includes footage and audio from several cameras.  Meanwhile, the vice dean of the
University of Vienna law school who introduced Shaked and defended her invitation admitted to The Electronic Intifada that he
had  not  read  the  comments  Shaked  posted  on  Facebook  advocating  the  destruction  of  the  Palestinian  people.
A video streamed live on the Facebook page of BDS Austria, a group that campaigns for Palestinian rights, shows some of the
protests.
 
Multiple disruptions
Activists with BDS Austria and Frauen in Schwarz (Women in Black)  held protests inside the lecture hall  and outside the
building, organizers said. Those outside held signs quoting Shaked’s words. Spread around the lecture hall, activists stood up
one after another and confronted Shaked with statements she had made and human rights violations committed by Israel.
 
“Sorry for interrupting you,” a man calls out a few minutes into Shaked’s talk. He challenges her over the boast of Naftali
Bennett, the leader of her Jewish Home party, that he had killed “lots of Arabs.”  “You and your government [are] responsible for
the killing of thousands,” the man states. While Shaked continues to speak, he can be heard raising Israel’s policies of homes
demolitions  and collective  punishment  against  Palestinians.   A university  official  attempts  to  silence the  protester,  but  he
continues to speak about the contradiction of inviting Shaked to lecture on human rights.
 
He is removed from the room by two men as he continues to protest.  A few minutes later, another protester stands up and
reads from Shaked’s notorious Facebook posting in which she republished and endorsed an article by Uri Elitzur justifying the
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wholesale slaughter of Palestinians.  The article declares that “the entire Palestinian people is the enemy,” and justifies its
destruction, “including its elderly and its women, its cities and its villages, its property and its infrastructure.”
 
“It was not my words,” Shaked calls back. The protester responds that though they are the words of Elitzur, Shaked is the one
who posted them on Facebook. In that posting, Shaked had said that Elitzur’s article was previously unpublished.  The protester
is also removed by security, but the disruptions continue and Shaked is unable to speak without constant reminders of Israel’s
human rights violations.  “Israel is a criminal apartheid state,” Ronnie Barkan, an Israeli boycott, divestment and sanctions
(BDS) activist, calls out. He made his own video of the protest.
 
“You’re a liar,” Shaked responds, as a security officer removes Barkan, who continues to protest as he is removed.  Moments
later, another calls out, “I do not apologize for interrupting you again, but you are the representative of a racist, apartheid
regime. And it’s outrageous that the University of Vienna is giving you the place to say your racist and apartheid things.”  This
protester is the BDS Austria videographer, who continues to record as he is removed. “No apartheid! Free Palestine!” he calls
out.
 
The protest was similar to the videotaped disruption of former Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Olmert at the University of Chicago in
2009, and others that have dogged Israeli officials and war crimes suspects ever since.  On Monday, Israel’s UN ambassador,
Danny Danon, faced similar protests at New York’s Columbia University.
 
“Dialogue” about exterminating Palestinians?
Hundreds of academics, and a group representing Jews in Germany, had called on the University of Vienna to cancel Shaked’s
lecture.  On Wednesday, the university issued a statement justifying the invitation:
 
It said that Shaked had been invited as part of a regular event, the “Distinguished Lecture Series.”  The university added:
“Following their lectures, we invite our guest lecturers to enter into a dialogue with the expert audience and hold a controversial,
open discussion within the framework of the academic discourse. These discussions do not represent an identification with our
guests’ theses but rather serve as a forum for discussion.”  The university effectively normalizes the view disseminated by
Shaked that the slaughter of mothers for the purpose of preventing births in a specific population group – an act that fits
precisely within the international legal definition of genocide – is an appropriate topic for “academic discussion.”  Acceptance of
such terms for “dialogue” normalizes the genocidal thesis Shaked endorsed.
 
“No I won’t”
When opening the event, Friedrich Rüffler, the vice dean of the law faculty, recalled Austria’s and the University of Vienna’s Nazi
history as a justification for inviting Shaked.  “A university, and especially a faculty of law, is to be a place of free speech, where
also especially controversial opinions can and should be expressed and discussed,” Rüffler said.  He added: “It will be a total
wrong sign, it would be wrong in itself if we would not allow the minister of justice of the state of Israel to express her view here
in Austria and at the faculty of law, given the history of Austria and the history of the University of Vienna in the ’30s and ’40s of
the past century.”  Reached by telephone at his office in Vienna on Thursday, Rüffler told The Electronic Intifada that he had not
read Shaked’s notorious 2014 Facebook posting.
 
When Rüffler was read some of the statements in that post, he replied, “I can’t give a comment on that, because I don’t know
this statement.”  “I cannot prove that Ms. Shaked made these statements,” he added.  Asked if he would comment if sent  proof,
Rüffler replied, “No I won’t.”  “I don’t want to take any position in this discussion concerning the Middle East conflict,” Rüffler
said.  “We agree that the university should be a space for free speech, but the truth is quite the opposite,” Marco Van Jura, a
student at the school and co-founder of BDS Austria, told The Electronic Intifada.
 
“Every person in the university knows very well that the topic of Palestine, you should not talk about. I don’t say there is a direct
censorship about it, but nobody touches that topic because it can block your career and bring you much trouble.”  Van Jura said
that last year, he had posted announcements about BDS-related events on his department’s Facebook page only to have them
deleted by administrators.
 
Standing up to hate
It appears that the lesson that University of Vienna educators take from the persecution and genocide of Jews in Europe – as
well as the huge resurgence of extreme right-wing ideology in Austria – is that representatives of Israel, which purports to speak
in the name of Jews everywhere, should be received as honored guests even after they have disseminated calls for genocide of
Palestinians.   In  a statement explaining  its  action,  BDS Austria  placed its  protest in  the context  of  resisting  the growth  of
extremism. “No platform for the racist Israeli minister Ayelet Shaked,” the group declared. “Stop extreme right hate politics in the
University of Vienna!”
 
Austria  does  not  hold  free  speech  above  the  prevention  or  denial  of  genocide,  which  is  why its  laws  contain  sweeping
prohibitions on support  for  Nazi  ideology.  BDS Austria’s Van Jura takes a different lesson from his country’s history than
university administrators. “I and many others say that because of our history and the terrifying crimes of the Nazi regime, we
must speak out,” Van Jura said.  “The meaning of ‘never again’ means never again against anybody, any time. We deeply
condemn Ayelet Shaked, not just as a representative of the apartheid regime, but Shaked herself called for genocide.”
 
He noted the general taboo about criticism of Israel in Austria. Last year an event at the country’s parliament featuring the late
Holocaust survivor and BDS activist Hedy Epstein was canceled after a smear campaign by anti-Palestinian advocates.  “And
on the other hand, the university openly invites a minister who calls for genocide,” Van Jura said.  Free speech is a fundamental
right, but that does not place an obligation on any institution – especially a law school – to provide a platform to genocidal
racists,  or  to  welcome and honor  officials  and agents  of  a  state  whose  war  crimes  are currently  being  examined by  the
International Criminal Court.
 
As European Jews for a Just Peace Germany state in their open letter to the university, the invitation to Shaked was a betrayal
of their relatives who suffered Nazi persecution in Europe.  As persons of Jewish origin in Germany, they write, “we know from
the  historical  experiences  of  our  ancestors  the  degradation  and  the  pain  to  which  humans  are  subjected  if  they  are
systematically excluded and deprived.”  Their call not to honor Shaked with a “distinguished” platform went unheeded.
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Source: EuroPal Forum / Electronic Intifada,  17.02.2017 

4. Merkel delays summit with Israel in light of land-grab law
An Israeli source who was in contact with the German Foreign Ministry and the Chancellor’s office last week reported hearing
massive anger over the law. The Israeli source, who asked to remain anonymous due to the sensitivity of the issue, said he had
heard from German officials that in response to the law’s enactment,  the German government had launched a number of
initiatives, both publically and in diplomatic channels, to express its dismay at the legislation, Haaretz reported.
 
According to the source, one of those responses had to do with the Netanyahu-Merkel summit. Merkel’s initiated the summit
between the German and Israeli government during Ehud Olmert’s term as prime minister. Since then they have been held
almost annually, alternating between Berlin and Jerusalem, and including a meeting between the two premiers and between the
ministers of the two governments, as well as a joint cabinet session. The purpose of the summits is to highlight the close
relations between the two countries, Haaretz said.
 
A few days before the Knesset passed the so-called “Regularization Law,” the chancellor’s office confirmed the date for the
Jerusalem summit for May 10 and 11. But only a few days after the law passed, Merkel’s national security adviser, Kristof
Heusgen, contacted Netanyahu’s office again and informed them that the chancellor had decided to postpone the summit, due
to preparations for the elections in Germany.
 
However, the elections in Germany are scheduled for September 24, four and a half months after the original date for the
summit. What the postponement means that in an unusual occurrence, there will be no joint Israeli-German government summit
this year. The Israeli source said he had heard from German officials that despite the election excuse, the real reason for the
delay is the new law and Israel’s decision to build 6,000 housing units in the settlements.  “The governments’ summit will most
likely not take place in May,” a third senior German official said. “Regarding the elections – they are only in September.”
Source: EuroPal Forum / Haaretz, 13.02.2017

5. European Parliament condemns Israel’s "Regulation Law"
The European Parliament condemned late Tuesday the controversial "Regulation Law" which was recently adopted by the
Israeli  Knesset  with  the  aim of  legalizing  settlements  in  the  occupied  Palestinian  territories.   Members  of  the  European
Parliament  declared their  total  rejection  of  the  recent  adoption  of  the  "Regulation  Law" by the  Israeli  Knesset,  calling  for
imposing sanctions on Israel.  The MEP Ian Borg said that the law provides for "legalizing" numerous settlements and outposts
previously considered as illegal under international law.
 
For her part, MEP Margrete Auken stressed the need to stop the EU support to Israel.  The EU-funded projects all failed due to
the Israeli obstacles, she added, calling on the EU to recognize Palestine as a state.  Earlier last week, the Israeli Knesset
adopted  the  “Regulation  law”  which  will  legalize  the  seizure  of  Palestinian  property  rights  and  effectively  authorizes  the
confiscation of privately owned Palestinian land in the occupied territory.
Source: EuroPal Forum / Palestine Information Centre, 15.02.2017

6. Fianna Fáil to fast-track motion to recognise Palestinian statehood
Fianna Fáil  is  to  fast-track a  Dáil  motion,  which  will  almost  certainly  be  passed,  calling  on the  Government  to  recognise
Palestinian statehood before Taoiseach Enda Kenny’s trip to the Washington for St Patrick’s Day.  The party is bringing forward
its motion following reports that that Israeli embassy in Dublin asked the Jerusalem government to ask the Trump administration
to pressure the Irish government against making such a move.  Fianna Fáil foreign affairs spokesman Darragh O’Brien said the
party intended to bring its motion forward by a number of weeks, and table it before Mr Kenny travels to the US for St Patrick’s
Day in order to make the Dáil’s position clear. Mr O’Brien, a TD for Dublin Fingal, said every Opposition TD in the Dáil supported
the motion, which means it will almost certainly pass, given the extreme minority nature of the Government. 
 

Commitment 

 The programme for government says the Fine Gael-Independent Coalition will “honour our commitment to recognise the state
of Palestine”. Mr O’Brien said eight EU countries had already recognised the Palestinian state, and called on the government to
stand by its commitment.   It was reported in Haaretz, an Israeli newspaper, that Israel’s ambassador to Ireland, Zeev Boker,
cabled a warning to the Israeli government this week that the Government will soon recognise Palestine as a state.  It reported
that Mr Boker also proposed working to block the move by asking the US administration of President Trump to put pressure on
Ireland, as well as having Israeli prime minister Benjamin Netanyahu call Taoiseach Enda Kenny to discuss the issue. 
 
According to Hareetz, Mr Boker suggested that the Government would recognise Palestinian statehood.  The Israeli embassy in
Dublin did not return requests for comment. It is unlikely the Government will, however, take immediate action following the
Fianna  Fáil  motion. Minister  for  Foreign  Affairs  Charlie  Flanagan  said  he  is  “actively  keeping  under  consideration,  on  a
continuous basis, the question of whether recognition by Ireland in the near future of a state of Palestine might be a helpful step
in relation to the Middle East peace process”.  The Department of Foreign Affairs added: “The decision to recognise the state of
Palestine is a matter for Government to consider on the recommendation of the Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade. The
Minister continues to engage closely with the Oireachtas on these issues.”
Source: EuroPal Forum / The Irish Times, 13.02.2017 
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1. Abbas to Trump: We are still committed to two-state solution
Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas today demanded a halt to Israeli settlement expansion in the occupied territories and
said he was committed to a two-state solution to the conflict with Israel after US President Donald Trump suggested he could be
open to alternatives.  Abbas’ office issued a statement after Trump and Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu spoke at a
news conference in Washington before a meeting.  At the news conference, Trump said to Netanyahu: “I’d like to see you pull
back on settlements for a little bit.”  But Trump also dropped US insistence on a two-state solution, a longstanding bedrock of
Middle East policy, upending a position embraced by successive administrations and the international community and a US
commitment to the eventual creation of a Palestinian state.

Also read:   Trump welcomes Netanyahu, as Palestinians prepare for worst
Abbas said he agreed with Trump’s call  for Israel to refrain from settlement building in the occupied West Bank and East
Jerusalem.  “The presidency demands that [Israel] agree to [Trump’s call] and that of the international community to halt all
settlement activities including in occupied East Jerusalem,” the statement said.  But he stressed that he wanted the two-state
option.   “The  Palestinian  presidency  stressed  its  commitment  to  the  two-state  solution  and  to  the  international  law  and
international legitimacy in the way that secures ending the Israeli  occupation and establish the Palestinian State with East
Jerusalem as its capital.”

Read: Trump drops ‘two-state’ commitment
Giving a convoluted response to a question on whether he backed a two-state solution, Trump suggested that he could abide by
whatever the two parties decided.  “I’m looking at two states and one state, and I like the one both parties like,” he said as he
stood alongside Netanyahu. “I can live with either one.”  Abbas’ statement added that the Palestinians affirmed their “readiness
to deal positively with the Trump administration to make peace”.
Source:  MEMO, 15.02.2017

2. Netanyahu asks Trump to recognise Israeli sovereignty over Golan Heights
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu asked US President Donald Trump on Wednesday to recognize Israeli sovereignty
over the Golan Heights, territory Israel seized from Syria in the 1967 Middle East war.  Most of the world considers the Golan, a
high plateau between northeastern Israel and southwestern Syria, to be occupied by Israel, which annexed the territory in 1981
in a move not recognised internationally.  During a briefing with Israeli and foreign media after meeting Trump at the White
House, Netanyahu was asked whether he had raised the Golan issue. “Yes,” he replied.

Read: Trump and Netanyahu fawn over each other, Twitter reacts
Asked how the US president had responded, he said: “I wouldn’t say that he was surprised by my request.” Netanyahu did not
elaborate.  Israel made a similar request to the Obama administration in 2015, but it was rejected, diplomats said at the time.
While Israel has long coveted sovereignty in the Golan, it is unclear whether the White House would take such a step now,
given that it could further complicate the Syrian conflict.  If the United States were to recognise Israel’s claim, it would likely
anger Syrian President Bashar al-Assad, who is backed by Russia and Iran in his war with Islamist militants and rebel groups.
The Trump administration has talked about working more closely with Russia to end the Syrian conflict. Recognising Israel’s
sovereignty in the Golan could undermine those efforts.

Also read: Netanyahu pledges his leadership of ‘historic alliance’ with the US
It could also spur Iran and its proxies in Syria, particularly the Lebanese Shia militia Hezbollah, to turn more of their focus
against Israel, targeting its forces stationed across the Golan Heights.  Israel has warned Hezbollah, with which it fought a six-
week war in 2006, against attacking its territory. It has carried out occasional air strikes in the Syrian portion of the Golan to
target Hezbollah fighters, including units smuggling arms.  Israel’s argument for sovereignty over the territory is based partly on
the fact that Syria has splintered over the past five years of fighting, to the extent that Israel says there is no one to whom it
could hand back the Golan.  But with the United States and Israel looking to forge an ever-tighter relationship, it is also possible
that Trump, who has shown himself to be unpredictable at times, could decide to recognise Israel’s sovereignty.

Also read: Netanyahu wants a war that he knows he can’t win
As well as around 25,000 Israeli settlers in the territory, many of them working in agriculture, there are about 20,000 Druze of
Syrian citizenship, many of whom have relatives living in just across the valley in Syria.
Source:  MEMO,  16.02.2017

3. Hamas: We will ‘fiercely’ defend against new Israeli war on Gaza
The chief of Hamas’ political bureau Khaled Meshaal yesterday warned Israel of launching any new offensive on the Gaza Strip,
Turkish  state-run  Anadolu news  agency  reported  him  as  saying  via  video  conference  from Doha.   While  speaking  to  a
conference organised in Istanbul by the think-tank Al-Zaytouna Centre for Studies, Meshaal said: “The [Israeli] enemy has been
threatening to launch a new offensive [on Gaza] and we warn it against carrying out such offensive.”  He stressed that if the
Israeli occupation insisted on taking this choice, the Palestinians would not have any other choice “except to strive fiercely in
order to protect themselves.”  Recently, several Israeli ministers have threatened and warned that Israel may be considering
launching a new war on Gaza after a round of Israeli airstrikes took place, claiming that they were executed in response to an
alleged rocket attack launched from Gaza towards Israeli cities.

Alastair Sloan: Netanyahu wants a war that he knows he can’t win   
Meanwhile,  Meshaal  said:  “Hamas has developed its resistance means and built  a  well-trained army [Hamas’ Al-Qassam
Brigades] that defeated the Israeli army during previous offensives.”  Regarding the election of the new Hamas leader in Gaza,
Yahya Al-Sinwar, who will be taking over from Prime Minister Ismail Haniyeh, Meshaal said: “Hamas is sticking to its principles
and unchangeable vision and it will abide by reinforcing internal Shura and democracy.”  He added: “The responsibility of the
leadership is to maintain balance of the national  programmes without paying high prices such as recognising the [Israeli]
occupation,” further adding that recognition of Israel as long been a request of the so-called international Quartet on the Middle
East that includes the UN, US, EU and Russia.  “If we recognised Israel, all the international capitals would have been opened
for us,” he said, signifying that Hamas had made sacrifices to protect Palestinian national interests without compromising on
fundamental principles, such as refusing to recognise the Israeli occupation as legitimate.  Meshaal also called on the other
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Palestinians  factions  to  follow  suit,  and  to  rearrange  their  agendas  related  to  the  national  programme of  the  Palestinian
aspiration for self-determination.
Israel tells Gaza heart patient: Spy for us or die   
Source:  MEMO,  16.02.2017

4. More ethnic cleansing
Time for a miracle?

5. Hebron’s Apartheid

Interactive Map - Mapping Hebron's Apartheid  "We fully believe that objective information is a form of nonviolent resistance." 

6. Amending the Charter: What’s in It for Hamas? 
Al-Shabaka is pleased to share this policy memo by policy analyst Belal Shobaki, which details current considerations Hamas
may be taking into account given news of the party's likely decision to amend its charter. To download, please click here.
Source: Belal Shobaki, EuroPal Forum / Al Shabaka, 21.02.2017 

7. MOH: 7.8 per cent of cancer cases in Palestine are children
The Palestinian Ministry of Health (MOH) reported that children with cancer represent 7.8% of all cancer cases registered in
Palestine, adding that the rate of cancer in Palestine reached 83.8 new cases per 100,000 persons.  MOH said in a press
conference on the International Childhood Cancer Day on Wednesday (15/2/2017) that 59.3% of cancer cases were reported
among male children, and the rest were among females.  Third of them are under the age of five.  Dr. Jawad al-Bitar, Head of
the Information Center at the Ministry of Health, said that 31.7% of the cancer cases in Palestine are among children under the
age of five. Leukemia is ranked first with a rate of 30.2% followed by brain and nervous system cancer with a rate of 18.5% of
the total cancer cases registered in Palestine, he added. 
 
The Ministry of Health pointed out that the lymphoma cancer comes in third with a rate of 7.4%. Multiple myeloma cancer comes
in fourth by 5.8% followed by lymph nodes cancer with a rate of 4.2% of the total cancer cases registered by the children in
Palestine.  These five types of cancer represent about two-thirds of the cancer cases recorded among children in Palestine, with
a rate of 66.1%.  Different types of cancer were reported as well such as lymphoma cancer, Wilms tumor, intraocular melanoma,
endocrine cancer, bone cancer and liver cancer in addition to rare cases of other types of cancer.  Al-Bitar pointed out that the
mortality rate among children with cancer compared with all cancer cases in Palestine reached 3.8% while the rate of children
who died because of cancer under the age of five reached 26.8%. 
 
Brain Cancer
The Ministry of Health said that brain cancer is ranked as the first of cancers leading to death among Palestinian children with a
rate of 43.9% of all cancer deaths among children in Palestine. Leukemia, meanwhile, is ranked the second with a rate of 26.8%
in which these two types of cancer form 70.7% of cancer deaths among children in Palestine.
 
Huda al-Masri section, a beam of hope
Dr. Jawwad Awad, Minister of Health in the West Bank, said that Huda al-Masri section was opened in Al-Hussein Hospital in
Beit Jala to stress the importance of cancer diagnosis and treatment with the world's most advanced techniques in this field,
which form a major  glimmer of hope for  the diagnosis and treatment  of  Palestinian children who have cancer.   Palestine
Children Relief Association has opened the first department dedicated to children cancer patients in Palestine, and in 2013 it
was formally opened by the Palestinian Authority. The section aims at providing the necessary and specialized care for children
cancer patients from all over Palestine, where the medical staff work to save their lives and relieve them from their pain, Awad
added.  
 
Huda al-Masri section is considered to be the heart of Khaled Al-Hassan Cancer Treatment Center, adding that the medical staff
is highly qualified which will gain for Khaled Al-Hassan center huge success. Pediatric Oncology department in Gaza project
Awad searched with Dr. Steve Soesbe, Palestine Children Relief Association head, new ways to run pediatric oncology and
hematology departments at Nasser pediatric hospital with a financial cost of 10 million dollars. This project will help our children
who suffer from tumors from the ages of one to 12, according to Dr. Awad.
 
An international day
February 15th marks the International Childhood Cancer Day, which aims at raising public awareness about childhood cancer,
expressing support for children and teenagers with cancer and working to increase appreciation and understanding regarding
the issue of challenges related to childhood cancer. Most importantly, this day aims at improving access to cancer treatment and
medical care especially that around 80,000 children die every year because of cancer around the world.    
 
A report  recently  released  by  the  International  Agency  for  Research  on  Cancer  (IARC)  said  that  the  children's  cancer
percentage might be much higher than previously thought. The report is based on more than a hundred cancer registries in 68
countries from 2001 to 2010 in which it indicates that 300,000 juveniles under the age of 18 were diagnosed with cancer.
Furthermore, statistics for the World Health Organization indicate that 80% of children with cancer live in developing countries.
Source: EuroPal Forum / Palestinian Information Centre, 16.02.2017 

8. Health ministry: Israel prevents entry of anaesthetic gas into Gaza
The Ministry of Health in Gaza said on Tuesday that the Israeli occupation authorities deliberately prevented passage of nitrous
gas, which is used as an anesthetic, for the third time in one month.  Ashraf al-Qidra, spokesman of  the Ministry of Health in
Gaza, said that during January 2017, the Israeli occupation forces prevented entry of nitrous gas into the Gaza Strip three times
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in a row infringing Gazan patients' rights of receiving decent treatment, and this comes in conjunction with an Israeli escalation
against the Strip.
 
According to al-Quds Press news agency, al-Qidra stated that the hospitals of the Gaza Strip need more than 4000 kg of nitrous
gas with a rate of over than 200 surgeries a day, which requires a continuous availability of this gas especially after the latest
Israeli escalation on the Gaza Strip.  Al-Qidra pointed out that the quantities entering Gaza are restricted according to specific
policies set by Israel to ensure that the Ministry of Health doesn't have additional supplies.
 
He warned that the lack of nitrous gas will affect the health status of patients who have to undergo surgeries on a daily basis,
calling at the same time on the international institutions to immediately act to allow entry of the anesthetic gas to the hospitals of
Gaza.  Israel has been imposing a blockade on the Gaza Strip for ten years ago and closed all borders and crossings linking
Gaza with the outside world while opening them partially and in exceptional cases for the passage of goods and people.
Source: EuroPal Forum / Palestine Information Centre, 09.02.2017 

From the Region

1. Iran resets Palestinian fault line
Iran is intensifying its support  for Palestinian groups in response to being put "on notice" by the Trump administration and
reports of the United States' trying to broker an intelligence-sharing relationship between Israel and Saudi Arabia, the United
Arab Emirates and other Arab states. Ali Hashem writes from Tehran, “With regional wars intensifying from Yemen to Syria, and
with US President Donald Trump having officially put Iran 'on notice,' the Islamic Republic has chosen to respond in a different
manner. Iran has highlighted its decision a year ago to boost its support for Palestinian factions fighting Israel and to say openly
that it's putting this issue at the top of its agenda. … But it's worth mentioning that if it wasn't for the yearlong renewed dialogue
between the Palestinian faction Hamas and Tehran, alongside other mainstream Palestinian groups, little could have happened.
Indeed, Palestinian groups complain they are left without any Arab or Islamic support to confront Israel, and that their cause is
day by day becoming more forgotten and ignored.”

On Feb. 21-22, Iran hosted a conference in Tehran with participants from the major Palestinian parties including Hamas, Fatah,
Islamic  Jihad and  the  Popular  Front  for  the  Liberation  of  Palestine. Iranian  Supreme  Leader  Ayatollah  Ali  Khamenei  and
President  Hassan  Rouhani  both  gave  speeches  at  the  conference. The  Palestinian  delegates  also  met  with  Islamic
Revolutionary Guard Corps' Quds Force leader Qasem Soleimani.

Adnan Abu Amer reports that the election of Yahya Sanwar as the head of the Hamas political bureau in the Gaza Strip,
replacing Ismail Haniyeh, signals an acceleration of the warming trend in Iran’s ties to Hamas. “Remarkably,” Abu Amer writes
from Gaza, “following Sanwar’s victory, there were repeated talks on Hamas’ willingness to promote ties with Iran, which have
worsened since 2012 [over Syria]. Hamas’ military apparatus insists on preserving ties with Iran, as Iran is an important source
of financial and military support.”  Sanwar is one of Hamas’ most prominent military leaders and activists who was arrested by
Israel in 1988 and sentenced to four life terms. He was released in 2011 as part of a prisoner swap for Gilad Shalit, and since
his release has been among the top ranks of Hamas leaders, including handling the account that deals with captured Israeli
prisoners in the 2014 war.
Source:  Al Monitor, 26.02.2017
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http://link.al-monitor.com/mpss/c/-AA/zpwuAA/t.257/UcYLDGRKTZij5PGOV6wffg/h8/J6OSZvMBFOu4UE49fE9h421YS1S7j7mwKwoOeP2IEwQxjbWMw-2BDwwBqwC568HZUxIipvl-2F78N1qjIHLX98JN7G9yxWaeR2RPETMHqijjR-2BlgChtN-2FMTxoMB44g8lzfU8b2Btwj-2BhslAw4JUhJdqdL-2BLwpuPxBJtfRuxTDB8-2BCkw0Fn-2BqfvACFiOnpx5SbxFtS6JPMxdadOVPDP-2B0deeUG5maXPilA2fZ72nYCWNu-2BdU5YOQlcNIQB09WRCRDetm8NilEXANvZ8gkGf0XrC5Vqlzcp8yDEx8oMoMElK1R-2FTfjQvNT4wBaxTlPWmyBZFZok5yuAwk8Qsg7o8V1pWQR3tNdyuGnJqJZbUCXbyuGnww-3D
http://link.al-monitor.com/mpss/c/-AA/zpwuAA/t.257/UcYLDGRKTZij5PGOV6wffg/h7/J6OSZvMBFOu4UE49fE9h421YS1S7j7mwKwoOeP2IEwQxjbWMw-2BDwwBqwC568HZUxQ8Xk4B52uY7VA9KvIOSplhvNiA1Zokn2ngPd9s-2BWx88FnUD-2BEPqRsIOTpVsN5hoh1Nlk2XxFQmS1B4HTZyIuHnfUd-2BfkGj26MiZKctoc-2BwaYO9zpzMWLY32LHxY1qU-2FdMD5d4dWHtPPvlWFRXctnOB0vTelYOwB1C7OcIKJGPyeGFFkXxCYP1WlThC-2Fx9fP7O9mZcxndRE7hvfmeTFBCaFzPVlttvZVNKioCEXoD30AR4fcldVPoEJ5ba4jbW8A7kT-2Fo0nSDCSPiOmV3bb6FdUQeHFUm40zifHo8vn2TEwc-3D
http://link.al-monitor.com/mpss/c/-AA/zpwuAA/t.257/UcYLDGRKTZij5PGOV6wffg/h6/MsY-2BfC4HQiOCgIKPl8bO0cW2FheCFKw-2BcsB1ytZ4JeuuggH6v87ueujnrIKX9xqaepkr0FmljRdSUM4pQ0ip9ZotpNjjOq4e-2F3ScemdVj1c3YGyLdputrKgZLacvDiOO2F2O6YA9tx2aTxgdsVbiM86lamgfK9hZjbU6vMarIEZwD0mtvrfKNYVCLKqugqCLa4sMDbG08Lqm-2FIKMG9bE7Pb73Lxd9Quwl4H5JDin9CvfVY31LQpg2mQTu-2BNQ7Q-2FkJGpFo6dN6ij8UDlSnjqbFhs1mOIf97YeIzJHgkzxUvm-2BusqpHdjG-2FltrNZxz7Y0mK7GO0RzfPTcvJq8Cd-2BzWmKm8ZmTPehi1x5yjMny9SqwFM4BxEHQj6hDSitb-2BXvAu

	Don’t call me a Palestinian of the Palestinian Territories because it is called Palestine. Don’t give me a fraction of my homeland and call it a solution. Don’t give me oppression and call it peace. Don’t give me a Bantustan and call it a home. Don’t give me a prison and call it freedom. Don’t draw the borders of my existence according to your whims and interests and call it a state. My Palestine is the home that is mine since the dawn of history till the end of history.
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